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The Peer-to-Peer Working Group (P2PWG) was organized to facilitate and accelerate the advancement of
infrastructure best-known practices for peer-to-peer computing. The P2PWG sees peer-to-peer as the nextgeneration computing architecture for the entire industry that will be an essential part of home and business
activity.
The purpose of the Working Group is to promote best-known practices based on peer-to-peer computing. As
computers become ubiquitous, ideas for implementation and use of peer-to-peer computing are developing
rapidly and gaining prominence. But issues of interoperability, security, performance, management, privacy plus
many more may stifle the growth of innovation. Many of these issues relate to infrastructure, where no value will
be gained from proprietary solutions. Best-known practices will promote ubiquity that is essential for peer-topeer computing success.
More information about the Peer-to-Peer Working Group can be found at http://www.p2pwg.org.
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The Peer-to-Peer Working Group (P2PWG) is working to establish practices that enable cross-platform
interoperability among peer-to-peer systems. This white paper addresses the communication and service
problems faced by peer-to-peer systems presented by interposing firewalls and network address translation
(NAT) devices situated between peer systems.
This document is very much a work in progress. Distribution, in its current form, is for the purpose of
encouraging dialog among member of the peer-to-peer community, to solicit additional information and
perspectives. Please direct comments and critiques to the Technical Architecture Committee.
NATs allow nodes in a private (or incompatible) network address domain to access the Internet when an
insufficient number of unique public network addresses are available. Firewalls provide security by limiting
network traffic allowed from the Internet to and from a private network. Typically devices and services behind
NATs and firewalls are unable to accept incoming communications from devices outside of their local domain.
This restriction reduces the utility of peer-to-peer networks by prohibiting public nodes from initiating
communication to blocked nodes, and by preventing direct communication between pairs of blocked nodes.
This paper explores a wide range of NAT and firewall types to provide the necessary background and
terminology to frame the problem. Currently deployed and proposed solutions are then discussed and
evaluated with respect to their areas of applicability, requirements, costs and functionality.
The wide range of NAT and firewall types, their differing functionality and a lack of common interface APIs,
complicate evaluating potential solutions. Various mechanisms exist which provide partial solutions to the
restrictions imposed by NATs. Unfortunately, there is no single ‘silver-bullet’ solution that addresses the entire
problem space. Instead there is a range of solutions, each with differing costs, requirements, and functionality.
In future document revisions the plan is to continue to survey existing NAT/firewall (secure/authenticated)
traversal technologies. Moreover, the ultimate goal is the construction of tactics, strategies, and collaborative
solution partnerships to help move the Internet community towards viable, secure solutions and transition plans.
This will likely involve external standards bodies, such as the IETF, industry forums, development of software
and protocol stacks, and helping shift policies to enable peer-to-peer deployments. Determining the appropriate
technical and social solutions to employ, while simplifying cross-solution interoperability is an active research
area for the working group.
The Peer-to-Peer Working Group is looking forward to participation and continuing commitment from its
constituent members in accomplishing these goals.
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(P2PWG) work in progress. Therefore expect some document errors
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A driving premise behind peer-to-peer computing is the access of computational resources, data, and services
at network edges in a transparent manner to applications and users while lowering the total cost of ownership
and participation. To permit decentralized sharing of computing resources, collaborative workspaces,
information and services, it is necessary for peers to communicate with one another directly. Therefore
ensuring that peers can communicate in a bidirectional and transparent end-to-end manner is critical to the
success of peer-to-peer computing over and between public and private networks.
Over the past few years, security, resource availability and cost issues have required the widespread -- actually
ubiquitous -- deployment of mechanisms that impede communication between peers on the Internet – that is,
reduce end-to-end network transparency. Today it is arguable that nearly every user’s access to public Internet
web services and information must pass through one or more of these devices. These mechanisms, known as
network address translators or NATs and firewalls, often accommodate client-initiated client-server usage
models, but they prevent transparent, bidirectional peer-to-peer communication.
This white paper defines the challenges posed to peer-to-peer (P2P) technologies in association with a loss of
Internet transparency caused by the interposing of firewalls and network address translation (NAT) devices
between peers. It describes what the challenges are, the current workarounds, and potential future solutions,
tactics and strategies. This paper is not intended provide a comprehensive treatment of networking, NAT or
firewall technology, although basic definitions are provided. Many books, on-line documents and RFC’s are
available and some of these resources are listed in the bibliography and other resources sections.
The primary audiences for this paper are the software and hardware engineers who are developing products
and technologies for both P2P computing and firewall and NAT devices.
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Originally the Internet was designed to present a model of end-to-end transparency, where packets of data are
routed between the end points essentially unchanged. This model is based on a set of protocols that try to
focus state and other responsibilities (e.g. security) at the end points and identifies those end points using a
single, universal addressing methodology [RFC2775].
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Several issues and practices have reduced the Internet’s end-to-end transparency such that addressing,
discovery, communication and other essential capabilities and services are impeded or denied. Two basic
mechanisms account for much of the transparency reduction: firewalls and network address translation (NATs)
devices. Although often used in conjunction with one another – even to the point of being bundled together in
one solution, they have distinct functionality and are considered separately here.
Both NATs and firewalls typically reside at network domain boundaries. A Network Address Translation device,
called a NAT, translates network addresses from one network domain to another. NATs are most often used to
share limited IP public network addresses and/or to translate addresses between two networks with
incompatible address domains (e.g. one network uses non-unique private IP addresses.) Therefore NATs
serve address (resource) sharing and network address interoperability roles.
Firewalls are security devices that selectively filter (pass or drop packets) inbound and outbound network traffic
based on site rules and policies. Firewalls employ three basic techniques: (1) packet filtering, (2) proxy services,
and (3) stateful-inspection. A packet-filtering firewall examines network traffic passing through it and selectively
passes or drops the packets. Proxy service firewalls also examine and filter packets but also act as a relay
between hosts behind the firewall and the external network domain. Therefore, a proxy service firewall must
perform address translation functions similar to that of a NAT. The external domain only sees the proxy server
address; that is, the proxy server and NAT act as protocol end points. Stateful-inspection methods monitor
communication protocol and application-level state and develop a detailed context. The detailed context is then
used to more carefully inspect the communication protocol stack, enforce security policies, and anticipate
protocol communication actions and requirements.
NATs and firewalls are ubiquitous both in the consumer and business/enterprise spaces. Businesses and
consumer networking use NATs to share precious IPv4 routable IP addresses and to hide resources on private
networks. Any system administrator with a clue about security will deploy a firewall between their internal,
private network and the Internet. Proper configuration is critical for correct, secure, and convenient operation of
these devices. Unfortunately, most configurations do not openly permit unimpeded bidirectional communication
between two peers separated by those configured NATs and/or firewall(s).
1

Solutions permitting outbound (and internally-initiated) connectivity are much better developed than solutions
enabling inbound (externally initiated) connectivity. Some of this is due to the natural communication roles
found in client-server computing, but it also arises from legitimate security concerns as externally initiated
communication is assumed to be untrusted.
Further details about NATs and firewalls are given in subsequent sections.
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The above definitions point to some of the Internet’s loss of transparency. NATs and proxy service firewalls, for
instance, act as protocol end points and interfere with true end-to-end peer interactions. Moreover, NATs and
firewalls hide peers and other resources, making peer and resource discovery and direct communication more
difficult.
NATs and firewalls also can limit communication so that only responses to requests that originated behind the
devices are allowed back in. This blocks communications from hosts outside of the protected domain to those
hosts inside the domain. Often certain ports/services are closed down completely and access is denied.
Address translation and other packet modifications by NATs and firewalls can break security protocols, by
violating end-to-end operation or requiring (or not detecting) modification of encrypted data payloads. We will
examine these and other issues later in this white paper as well as possible methods for traversing these
obstacles.
1

Connections are stated with the perspective of a peer node on a private, protected network behind a NAT or firewall.
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This section reviews basic NAT operation and types. An excellent, short treatise on this document can be found
in the IETF RFC 2663 “IP Network Address Translator (NAT) Terminology and Considerations”.

4.3.2.1 NAT Operation
A network address translator, more typically called a NAT, is a gateway device between networks that
translates (maps) addresses (and ports) from one network address domain to another. Often the local area
network domain features non-unique, private IP addresses, so the NAT permits Internet connectivity where it
would not otherwise be possible.
The most common application of a NAT is to permit a small private network with local IP addresses, to
communicate with hosts on the Internet, through the NAT’s single Internet address. When a local node initiates
a request to an Internet node, the NAT creates a mapping between the internal node’s port + IP address and a
port on the NATs external interface. When the NAT receives packets from the internal node, it rewrites them to
indicate the NAT as the requestor, and then forwards them to the Internet host. The Internet host replies to the
NAT, which rewrites the packets and forwards them to the local node.
While altering packet headers is sufficient for routing, many applications also exchange network address
information at a higher level in the protocol stack. Such applications require the NAT to examine payload data,
and rewrite internal addresses with the appropriate external addresses. This task is performed by an
Application Level Gateway (ALG). Most NATs are deployed with ALGs for common protocols such as FTP.

4.3.2.2 NAT Use Reasons
NATs are employed for several reasons, including [RFC2775, RFC2663, SSH00].:
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of unique IP addresses (IPv4 supports a 32-bit address space in use today)
As IPv6 is deployed, NATs will be used to translate addresses between IPv4 and IPv6
Resource hiding and resource privacy and some “security by obscurity”
Connection sharing
Providing a concentrated “choke” point for a firewall application

The explosive growth of the Internet coupled with the limited IP address space and assignment conventions
have resulted in a shortage of unique, routable IP addresses. NATs are often used to multiplex M routable IP
address (and ports) among N private network nodes (where N >> M). Often M=1, so the NAT serves as an Nto-1 multiplexer which hides multiple resources behind a single data stream, and provides a convenient choke
point for inserting a firewall.

4.3.2.3 NAT Types
Traditional NATs support only outbound connections and come in two varieties: Basic NAT, in which a pool of
IP addresses are multiplexed across a number of hosts, and Network Address Port Translation (NAPT) in
which the ports of a single external address are multiplexed across a number of hosts.
Bidirectional NATs permit inbound as well as outbound connections. (Note that connection direction is the
direction of the first packet sent. In general inbound and outbound connections include bidirectional
communication). Dynamic solutions require that globally unique names be used in conjunction with a NAT
aware naming scheme. One such solution is to use a DNS-ALG in which the ALG rewrites responses to DNS
queries [RFC2694]. While a DNS-ALG is convenient because of ubiquitous DNS support, it also requires that
the NAT be configured as a DNS server for its portion of the domain. Also, because DNS lookups occur at the
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IP address level, this solution can work seamlessly only with Basic NAT. Static solutions permit specific ports in
the NATs external interface to be matched with specific machines and ports on the internal network. Static
bindings are most commonly used for specifying web or mail servers. While static bindings may allow persistent
external addresses to internal hosts, they require additional administrative effort as well as software supporting
these mappings.
Because NAT state indicates not only the external port associated with a local node and port, but also the
external host being communicated with, the NAT can add an additional level of security by filtering out traffic to
the NAT port originating from any other source. This is often a configurable feature for UDP traffic – a NAT
operating in promiscuous mode will forward traffic from any source. A non-promiscuous NAT will only
forward incoming traffic from the node to which outgoing traffic was first sent.
Twice NAT is a relatively uncommon version of NAT in which external addresses are also remapped by the
gateway device. Typically Twice NAT installations correct for addresses repeated between adjoining address
domains. This style of NAT is complicated for peer-to-peer developers because it breaks the assumption of a
globally unique namespace. In many applications IP addresses are used as identifiers. Unless ALGs are
employed, crossing a Twice NAT interface may silently invalidate identifiers in higher protocol layers.
With dynamic assignment schemes, IP addresses or ports must be recycled. The policy for recycling
associations varies from implementation to implementation. The key conclusion for peer-to-peer applications is
that NAT mappings are not persistent and the recycling process may end connections. This is especially likely
for long-lived connections.
Other commonly used terms for NAT functionality are IP Masquerading, which is used in the Unix/Linux world,
and Network Connection Sharing, which is used in the Microsoft Windows systems.

4.3.2.4 NAT Topologies
We will define NAT topologies with respect to two nodes, ‘A’ and ‘B’, attempting communication.
•
•
•

/0101

Single NAT – ‘A’ on the public network, and ‘B’ behind a single NAT gateway on a private network. Direct
connections can only be initiated by ‘B’.
Double Opposing NATs – ‘A’ and ‘B’ on separate private networks, both of which are behind NATs.
Neither node can initiate a direct connection to the other.
Double Local NAT Conflict (Nested NATs) – ‘A’ on the public network, and ‘B’ on a private network which
is attached to the public network through two cascaded NAT gateways. This scenario is often observed
when an ISP utilizes a NAT, and the customer also deploys a NAT. The key difference is that the customer
in this scenario does not administer a public network address. Direct connections can only be initiated by
‘B’.

23456789:735;<<=

A firewall is a security mechanism through which all incoming and outgoing network traffic is controlled – that is,
packets are either passed or dropped/blocked. The firewall can block data packets to prevent unauthorized
entry to or exit (export) from a computer network. Firewalls are deployed for security purposes, particularly at
gateway choke points where a private intranet is connected to the Internet or between internal networks with
differing security policies. They may also be used for political or legal purposes, such as within an international
business which must establish firewalls between its own intranets to ensure compliance with information export
laws such as encryption technology to controlled countries.
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Firewalls can be implemented in hardware, software or a combination. In most instances they are deployed at
network choke points and therefore operate as a network security measure. In other cases, they might be
deployed in a distributed manner with a copy of firewall software running on every client machine (e.g. home
network with copies of ZoneAlarm™ [ZONEALRMURL]) in a host security organization.
There are many firewall architectures, but most are based on three basic techniques: (1) packet filtering; (2)
proxy services; and (3) stateful inspection [SHELDON98]. Often these techniques can be combined in a single
service. For an in-depth treatment of firewalls, see [ZWICKLEY00, RFC2979, CHKPSIT99].

4.3.3.1 Packet Filtering
Packet filtering, the simplest kind of firewall. involves inspection of each network packet and using network
layer and/or transport layer protocol information and filtering rules to determine a packet is to be passed or
dropped (blocked). Packet filtering is transparent to the user and protocol, while control and logging capabilities
are more limited than proxy services, but usually faster.
Another commonly used term ipchains is used in the Linux world for kernel-level packet filtering facilities.

4.3.3.2 Proxy Services
Proxy services act as an intermediary relay between two network domains and therefore a proxy firewall acts
as a protocol end point. So, for instance, the proxy service changes the IP address of outgoing requests so that
they look like they originated from the proxy server. In this sense, a proxy server performs some network
address translation function, however, they examine incoming and outgoing network traffic and can provide
sophisticated filtering, logging, caching and even virtual private networking facilities. There are two basic kinds
of proxies available today application-level proxies and the simpler circuit-level proxies.
Circuit-level proxies simply filter packets and server as a relay between the two communicating hosts. Circuitlevel proxies do not understand application-level protocols or associated embedded information or state. They
do not maintain state about the communications or the application state, so they are fast but not as secure.
Application-level proxies leverage application-specific information and application-level protocols to provide
detailed packet payload evaluation and reaction and are often highly configurable. Application-level proxies
track and maintain state about the application, but, like circuit-level proxies, they do not track complete state
about lower communication protocol layers.
Sometimes the proxy may be able to sensitive to the originating application, but not be aware of the
application’s protocol details. In practice, it is common for a mixture of technologies to be used.

4.3.3.3 Stateful-Inspection Firewalls
Stateful-inspection firewalls are a third firewall type [CHKPSIT99, SHELDON98].
Stateful-inspection
firewalls are a response to the deficiencies of simple packet filtering and proxy services and arguably represent
the next generation of Internet firewalls. Stateful-inspection firewalls monitor and track state associated with the
entire OSI network communications stack, from the network-access layer to the application-level. By monitoring
the entire protocol stack and maintaining state about the applications and communications, a contextual history
can be constructed by the firewall.
This not only affords better packet filtering decisions for more secure enforcement of security policies, but it also
permits some transparency between peers. For instance, the firewall can inspect an outgoing FTP request to
host X for a back connection to port Y. Knowing that host X will send a response to port Y, the firewall can open
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that port selectively as it knows the participating host addresses and ports, the “next-state” packets expected for
the FTP application [CHKPSIT99].
Because the firewall is aware of the communication/application context state and behavior, it can more
accurately observe, tightly control, and automatically facilitate the state trajectory of that communication context.
Such firewalls are complex to build, but they afford better security and some improved end-to-end transparency
than other firewall technologies.

IJKJI
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There is a great deal of terminology aliasing in the NAT/Firewall topic area. In many instances NAT functionality
is added to a firewall device, or firewall functionality is added to a NAT device. Functionality within them is also
often similar. Take for example FTP support, the behavior of a stateful inspection firewall and a NAT ALG are
essentially identical. Because of this aliasing, many of the observations and solutions apply to both NATs and
firewalls. Efforts will be made to highlight problems that are unique to only one or the other.

\^] \

<<<Perhaps we should explain that solutions will more typically be presented in light of NAT, since in the
NAT case the lack of transparency is arguably a side effect rather than intentional.>>>

_a`b`^cedgfihjd_a`b`kclmhknpobq fsrgtu

<<< What is P2P and discuss P2P characteristics/functions related to NAT/Firewall issues. Mostly
communication (session initiation, discovery, persistence/naming, etc.) >>>
Peer-to-peer computing can be defined as the sharing of computing resources between computers and
intelligent devices. Clients might share resources with other clients, servers might share resources with other
servers, clients might share resources with mobile devices or a mix of all these. Peer-to-peer computing allows
unprecedented communication, interaction and synchronization. To name only a couple of examples, peer-topeer computing enables computers to increase network utilization, reduce traffic through edge services or
network caching, and allows clients to begin to publish data and participate in the Internet, rather than just surf it.
While the components of peer-to-peer computing have existed for decades, the sets of technologies that enable
it have only recently become readily available and inexpensive. These components include inexpensive and
prevalent compute power, bandwidth and storage. With these new components, clients have more resources
to share. The enormous number of clients in the home and enterprise equate to substantial resources, which
further adds to the ultimate power of the peer-to-peer environment.

v^w x
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Peer-to-peer technology is employed in a wide range of applications from distributed computation, to gaming, to
file sharing, to communication. It is deployed in environments ranging from managed enterprise networks to
consumer desktops. This diversity in application spaces and deployment domains makes it very difficult to
define a set of requirements for network communication, or a set of costs that are acceptable to support peer-topeer applications. In the home, exploiting NAT behavior to enable Internet gaming is likely to be desired and
welcome, while a similar approach in the enterprise might be perceived as a hostile attack.
Rather than pursue consensus on requirements, this paper will focus on features that may be of interest to
some portion of the peer-to-peer applications space, and consider multiple cost axes that may impact solution
deployment. In both cases, only areas impacted by NATs/Firewalls are considered.
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The following network features are either requirements for some peer-to-peer applications to function, or impact
the possible service levels that may be achieved.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

£¤¥¤¦

Routability In general a destination node is routable from a source node if there is a mechanism by which
communications can be sent from source to destination. Routability may be limited if such communication is
conditional (e.g. if information may only be sent in response to communication previously initiated by the
destination node).
Address Persistence / Naming Address persistence relates to the amount of time during which an
address is valid for a node. Naming services may provide persistence in the light changing IP or port
addresses.
Performance and Scalability Scalability may describe the number of connections that can be supported
within a domain or the amount of traffic that can be sustained through a network link.
Security Security relates to the difficulty that non-authorized parties have in obtaining restricted
information. For many applications adequate security may require encryption.
Discoverability Discoverability describes the mechanisms by which new nodes may be encountered.
Possible solution spaces may involve broadcast invitations, or service directories and brokerages.
Protocol Independence <<<Is there a better place to capture this concept.>>> A communication channel
is protocol independent if it allows arbitrary data protocols to be transmitted. Common exceptions are links
that limit traffic to HTTP, or XML.
Availability and Bandwidth
Interoperability
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There are many cost axes that may be considered in supporting a peer node. Analysis throughout this paper will
consider the following axes. Attention will be focused on costs which are required to support peer-to-peer
required or desired features that are beyond those required by a typical node.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

³

Hardware – Required equipment to implement a solution (e.g. dedicated residential gateway, or router …)
Software – In some cases this is a question of whether the user’s current software is adequate or must be
replaced, in other environments the cost of the required software may be the issue
Administration – Necessary configuration /management steps or policy changes.
Connectivity -- Might include network connectivity with a routable Internet address.
Security – Impact of changes on security risks.
Scalability
Reliability
Maintainability
Deployment status

´¶µ^·^¸ ¹º¼»½º

This section presents an initial survey of various NAT/firewall traversal solutions as well as upcoming protocols,
standards, and other solutions that cover on-demand firewall traversal mechanisms. An analysis of these
technologies and issues is work in progress. Many of the following solutions are not mutually exclusive, and a
final solution may use one or more of these techniques to build a working, interoperable system. In order for a
complete solution to be realized, some level of standardization will be required. The ultimate purpose is to
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develop solutions as well as an associated set of recommended tactics, strategies, and collaborations to bring
these solutions to life.

<<< Do we split this analysis into consumer vs enterprise, unmanaged vs managed, and along the lines of cost
and scalability? Some “solutions” apply to both. Environment, who, what, where, when, why, how (backers,
deployment/timing, issues, complications, strategies, etc.) Where are modifications to devices and protocols
required (inside and outside the NAT/Firewall)? >>>
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Given bidirectional NAT gateways, ports on the gateway can be redirected to ports on an internal system. For
example, ports 10080 and 20080 on the gateway can be redirected to two internal web servers using port 80.
Static port assignments can provide persistent addressing for inbound connections. Configuring and maintaining
the necessary bindings on the NAT gateway and also with the targeted applications requires human
intervention, and often some level of technical competence. Applications must be written to accommodate
arbitrary, rather than fixed port assignments. Complexity and required administrative action for each new
application may be a barrier to adoption. This approach increases the number of entry points to the local
network, potentially increasing exposure to malicious attacks.
Port assignments must be communicated to the external party in some way. If the other party accepts inbound
communication, then registration can happen directly. Otherwise some form of out-of-band registration is
required.
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The bidirectional gateway links external ports to internal addresses and ports, with the system determining
mappings. With a DNS-ALG dynamic address allocation may be used with basic NAT to allocate IP addresses
to internal nodes as needed to support inbound connections. Using the conventional approach this requires that
the NAT have sufficient IP addresses to satisfy concurrent usage from the local domain. This may be
problematic for peer-to-peer networks, which may desire that all private nodes be able to actively participate.
DNS authority for the local domain is also required. Because address allocations are dynamic, they are also
transitory, requiring additional coherence support for the peer-to-peer network.
Additional solutions, often involving name space alternatives or extensions to DNS, in which external nodes
coordinate with the NAT device might also be conceptually viewed as variants of dynamic port allocation.
Because they typically require additional protocol or infrastructure components, they will be treated separately.






Port allocation may be used to overcome Dual Opposing NAT issues. If mappings can be created on only one
of the NATs, then the machine behind that NAT will be able to receive inbound communication.
In the Nested NAT case, applicability hinges on control of both NATs. If the required mappings are established
in both NATs then inbound communication may be achieved. If the public NAT is administered by an entity that
is unwilling to create required mappings, such as an ISP or IT department, then inbound communication will fail.
Nested NATs require port allocations on all NATs for any benefit to be seen.
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Even when sufficient addresses exist, many peers are unable to participate in a peer-to-peer network using
TCP/IP directly. An important example of this is a node behind a corporate firewall that only routes HTTP traffic.
Machines in this situation must employ HTTP as the transport to be able to communicate with any external
nodes. While many firewalls are configured to allow inbound HTTP connections to port 80, this is not a
panacea. In corporate environments that communications are directed to Web Servers in the DMZ which
typically have no direct access to the rest of the internal network.
;)< =
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Internet Protocol Version 6, more commonly referred to as IPv6, is the next generation protocol designed by the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [IETFURL] to replace the current version Internet Protocol Version 4
(IPv4). IPv6 is designed to improve upon IPv4’s scalability, security, ease-of-configuration, and network
management.

IPv6 offers security header extensions that can be used for encryption, authentication, and data integrity
safeguards for enterprise internetworking and virtual private networks (VPNs). Refer to [RFC1752] for further
details.
efgfh
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The following are the salient features of the IPv6 protocol:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
wxyxy

New header format
Large address space
Efficient and hierarchical addressing and routing infrastructure
Stateless and stateful address configuration
Built-in security
Better support for Quality of Service (QoS)
New protocol for neighboring node interaction
Extensibility
z {l|7}o~  |7o l7 ol

IPv4 addresses have become relatively scarce, forcing some organizations to use Network Address Translation
(NAT) to map multiple private addresses to a single, unique public IP address. While NATs promote reuse of
the private address space, they do not support standards-based network layer security or the correct mapping
of all higher layer protocols and can create problems when connecting two organizations that use the private
address space. Additionally, the rising prominence of Internet-connected devices and appliances ensures that
the public IPv4 address space will eventually be depleted [RFC2775].
38

Due to 128-bit addressing scheme, IPv6 provides a very large routable (3.4x10 )address space, and can solve
the IP address scarcity issue attached to IPv4. However, it will require a multi-year transition period before the
whole Internet converts to 100% IPv6-based addressing. This will result in co-existence of IPv4 and IPv6 for
several years, if not for the foreseeable future [RFC1933]. During this period NATs will probably be used to
bridge IPv4 and IPv6 network domains.
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Even after a full conversion to IPv6 and availability of unique, routable IP addresses, some home and small
business users may still want to use NAT devices to hide their resources. Likewise, users may only pay for one
ISP-provided Internet, in which case they may still need connection sharing capabilities.

Both existing hardware and software will be needed to upgrade to support IPv6. Although this upgrade may be
a simple process, many home and small business users may not upgrade because of a lack of urgency or a
compelling need [SUNSITURL]. Moreover, some users may be deterred by the costs of acquiring and
maintaining more than one unique, routable IP address.

<<< Issues IP address management in the SOHO environment? >>>

The point of the above discussion is to debunk claims that IPv6 is a silver bullet solution that restores Internet
transparency (that is, cures bidirectional connectivity woes) caused by NATs and firewalls. As the above
shows, there are many issues related to the adoption and transition to IPv6. Moreover, some of these issues
continue to encourage NAT deployment for years to come. Thus, NAT and firewall issues do not disappear with
the deployment of IPv6, except, possibly, within protected walled-garden environments.

) 
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The following traversal solutions try to work around existing problems without changing the NAT software, just
the client software.
Common systems today deal with NATs and Firewalls using three approaches:
1. Arranging for the node behind a NAT or Firewall to initiate communication with a node that is publicly
addressable. Example systems include Napster [NAPSTERURL, OPENNAPURL] and Gnutella
[GNUPROTO].
2. Using a rendezvous server to provide a repository for advertisement information, such as that used by
JXTA [JXTASPEC, JXTAURL] to support discovery.
3. Using a publicly visible node to act as a relay, or router, for blocked nodes (e.g. JXTA).
<<< Would it be instructive to describe different scenarios using these examples? >>>

The basic ingredient to any of these solutions is that a third-party host exists, running special software that can
help nodes behind firewalls/NAT:
1) detect what kind of connectivity they have
2) help broker their connection with other nodes
Some systems for NAT traversal are outlined below. But first, some terminology is introduced.
·¸¹¸ º
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This is the simplest of techniques, applicable to TCP and UDP or even HTTP. Whenever node A wants to talk
to node B, if B cannot receive connections, use the third party to tell B to initiate a connection to A.
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<<< Talk about the CMU AVES overlay network [AVESURL] here? >>>
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Most NATs allow some sort of UDP activity. UDP packets sent through a NAT tend to “open up” a hole that
allows incoming traffic and routes it to the machine that originally sent it. There are two types: promiscuous and
non-promiscuous UDP- the latter being stricter about who can send packets back in across the NAT. In either
approach, the basic trick is to have node A, behind a NAT, send UDP packets to a third party. Then the third
party tells B where to send packets to A. In this situation, both A and B can be behind NATs, whereas reversal
only works when one node is behind a NAT.
<<< This approach is similar to that used by Gnutella’s overlay network. >>>
<<< See Appendix, Section 11 for further details. >>>
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There may be other NAT hacks of this type; it is basically relies on the timing of NAT implementations and their
predicted behavior. This trick works consistently for UDP and on several TCP stacks but unfortunately not the
Windows TCP stack. Essentially, two nodes behind non-promiscuous UDP NATs or TCP only NATs need to
communicate; using a third party, they simultaneously try to connect to each other. Because they can’t control
their incoming NAT port (they are at the mercy of the NAT), they can, however, predict that NATs tend to hand
out NAT ports by simply adding one (i.e. 65000 will be followed by 65001). Thus, the first pair of connections will
fail but the second attempts will succeed. For UDP this is fairly straightforward; for TCP, it also requires both
sides to send SYN packets at the same time.
<<< One danger for such systems is that it is simple for firewall vendors to defeat this predicted behavior by
simply using an port allocation table and a random number generator. Investigate whether packet ordering or
queuing could invalidate assumptions of this method? >>>
<<< See Appendix, Section 11 for further details. >>>
þÿÿ

   

<<< Talk about overlay networks here too? Gnutella-like stuff with relay-like peers? CMU AVES. >>>
Some P2P systems such as Gnutella do not have a central-server to coordinate transfers. To enable transfers,
these systems allow clients to send “push-requests” through the network if a direct connection cannot be
established. As illustrated in the example below, Charlie is behind a firewall, and he is able to connect to Brian
and Anna outside the network. Anna does a search and wishes to retrieve a file from Charlie, but cannot make
a direct request due to the firewall.
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To resolve this issue, the system allows for “push” requests. In order to get the file from Charlie, Anna sends a
push request for the file to Brian, who relays the request to Charlie. Charlie then initiates the connection to
Anna and transfers the file.
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SOCKS Version 5 Protocol (authenticated firewall traversal AFT) is an open Internet standard for performing
network proxies at the transport layer. [RFC1928]
SOCKS5 requires a SOCKS server, as well as SOCKS support in the client application. Client application
support may be through the addition of certain calls when establishing communication channels, or the use of
an appropriate ‘SOCKSified’ communication library if the client has been written to certain guidelines.
SOCKS5 is freely available for academic, research and personal use, but requires licensing for commercial
application. Reference software, a commercial SOCKS5 suite and extensive documentation can be found at
www.socks.nec.com.

23234
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SOCKS5 performs the following functions:
•
•
•

Authenticates connection
Makes connection requests
Sets up proxy circuit
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Relays application data

As a generic proxy server, a SOCKS router can support new applications without further development being
required, unlike application-level proxies that require custom software for each new application.
EFEFG
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A SOCKS5 server can be configured to offer external clients access to the internal network using an internal
naming scheme. Unlike bidirectional NATs, the SOCKS solution does not require control over the DNS naming
service for the proxy on the public network.
Alternatively, the SOCKS5 protocol also presents a BIND method through which an application can set up an
inbound connection and receive the necessary external addressing information.

Y

SOCKS5 proxies may be chained to support multiple levels of nesting.
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Universal Plug and Play, also known as UPnP, extends the notion of Plug and Play on the PC platform,
2
primarily targeting the consumer/SOHO/SMB networking domain. The UPnP focus is to make networking
invisible, that is, automatic and require zero-configuration effort. UPnP is compatible with manual and autoconfiguration methods for IP address assignment. Installation of new elements such as computers, printers,
consumer electronics, appliances, and residential gateways to the network is simple as UPnP supports
automatic resource and service discovery and control by peers.
UPnP relies on open, well-accepted Internet Web standards and protocols such as IP, TCP, UDP, HTTP,
SOAP, and XML, but remains agnostic with respect to the network media, OS, and languages. UPnP proxy
devices can bridge to non-UPnP legacy devices and protocols such as X10.
UPnP uses XML to describe device and service capabilities that are discovered and exchanged using the
above protocols. A good, high-level introduction to the UPnP protocol stack and operation can be found in
[UPnPMSFT00]; the UPnP version 1.0 architecture specification can be found at http://www.upnp.org
[UPNPURL]. The UPnP forum working committees are defining these device and service descriptions so that
different devices from different vendors can interoperate together.


 X

The devices, services, and overall protocol stack capabilities are being defined by the Universal Plug and Play
Forum, a group of companies from the computer networking, home automation and home appliances
industries. Membership is free and intellectual property is royalty free, modulo forum legal practices. The more
than 340 member companies include: 3Com Corp.; Axis; Broadcom; Canon, Inc.; Cisco Systems; Compaq
Computer Corp.; Eastman Kodak Company; Ericsson; General Electric; Hewlett Packard Corp.; Honeywell
International Inc.; IBM Corp.; Intel Corp.; Invensys Control; Matsushita Electric Industrial Company Ltd.
(Panasonic); Microsoft Corp.; Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; NEC Corp.; Philips; Siemens, Sony Corp.;
and Thomson Multimedia SA (RCA). More information about UPnP and membership can be found at the web
site: http://www.UPnP.org.
2

Small Office/Home Office; Small/Medium Business. For UPnP, this includes home automation and appliances too.
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Within the UPnP forum, working committees define specific device control protocols. One such working
committee was created in October, 1999 to define UPnP functionality and services for Internet Gateway
devices. Such devices host NAT and firewall functionality and are therefore of interest to this audience. The
detailed XML schemas outlining the state and services are accessible to UPnP forum members only, however,
the following capabilities have recently been publicly released by the UPnP IGD committee for the P2PWG (also
seen in Damien Stolarz’s O’Reilly WebLog [STOLARZ334]).
Here is a technical summary of NAT-related features in an UPnP Internet Gateway Device (IGD):
•

The ability to detect the presence of a NAT gateway and/or an RSIP server. RSIP control
channel functions will be performed natively by RSIP (See also section 5.7).

•

Ability to know if NAT is enabled or disabled on a particular connection instance

•

The external (WAN) IP address assigned to NAT for a particular connection instance

•

Add port mappings to enable forwarding of inbound connections to a particular client on the
residential LAN. Parameters of each mapping entry allows you to specify the External host
initiating the connection, the external port the gateway is listening on, the internal host waiting
for an inbound connection, the port it is listening on and the protocol. Appropriate fields in this
tuple can be wild-carded as needed. External and internal ports may or may not be the same.
In addition, each mapping can be enabled or disabled. Mappings can be assigned a lease time
to support the notion of static/permanent and dynamic/temporary mappings. Hosts in the
mapping entry can be identified by IP addresses or DNS names. Mappings can also be
assigned a description string for reference. Protocol types defined as TCP and UDP. Other
protocol types must be added as vendor extensions.

•

Delete port mappings previously added

•

Enumerate one or all port mappings

Implementations that support a co-located firewall will perform necessary operations to enable
forwarding of connections.

Thus, UPnP solves NAT-traversal by a modification of the client software stack as well as by modification of the
NAT device as well.
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The current NAT-related services defined for UPnP Internet Gateway Devices do enable some outbound and
inbound capabilities for existing applications, such as the ability to transparently map, open, and close ports on
the internet gateway device/NAT. In some ways stateful-inspection firewalls can implicitly achieve a subset of
this functionality by understanding the communication-level and algorithm-level state, protocols and context,
while operating in a legacy environment. Explicit support as found in UPnP, however, eliminates some
guesswork and enables new UPnP-aware applications/stacks to be deployed immediately without having to
craft or wait for custom firewall rules and action triggers.
To facilitate automatic, outside-in discovery of devices and services behind the gateway device, a UPnP
residential gateway could perform the role of a UPnP control point / UPnP proxy and make other devices (and
UPnP services therein) "visible" to the WAN. However, addressability of the gateway itself is currently outside
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the scope of UPnP although DNS extensions and such (see also <<<insert xref>>>) could complement what is
currently available in UPnP.
Nested NATs within the residential network can be supported via UPnP, where each lower level NAT performs
the dual role of a controlled device and a control point / relay to an upstream NAT device. However, for NATs
beyond the edge of the residential LAN, such as those employed by an ISP, discovery / configuration may not
be possible.
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Today Universal Plug and Play has considerable industry momentum and some UPnP-compliant products are
already available, such as Microsoft® Windows®ME [UPnPMSFT00] and others, like the Linksys GigaDrive™
Cable/DSL Router [LINKSYSPRESS01], recently announced. Many other products are lining up for concurrent
release with the Microsoft Windows XP release in Fall 2001. Clearly UPnP is likely to play a major role in the
consumer and SOHO/SMB networking space.
The UPnP forum (and, specifically, the IGD committee) has expressed interest in working with the P2PWG to
work on NAT and firewall transparency issues important to the peer-to-peer community. They are currently
defining new features and requirements for revision 2.0 of the Internet gateway device, so now it the time to
interject the P2PWG ideas and requirements.
øùúùú
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This section speculates on possible methods for supporting legacy equipment and services in a UPnP network
and requires more investigation.

5.6.6.1 UPnP-Compatible Legacy NAT Device Support
Assuming the UPnP forum is the first body to standardize a new API for listening behind a firewall, and that
solution is well thought out and comprehensive, this solution needs to be generalized and extended, if
acceptable, to all similar situations that do not involve UPnP but legacy devices.
If the UPnP service and API’s start to lay down a de facto standard for “peer-to-peer access through NATs”,
then other applications can start using the same API’s.
For example, there are many existing NAT devices and software that, while not UPnP compliant, use Telnet,
Web, a GUI, scripting, or SNMP to configure incoming ports. These require some sort of authentication
credentials (username, password.) But, a library could be written with small “drivers” for each brand of NAT or
firewall. This could encompass traditional SOCKS 4/5 systems as well. All firewall “hole punching” could be
done in the same API method as for the new UPnP systems. Such a library would reside on a UPnP proxy
bridge device.

5.6.6.2 UPnP-Compatible Legacy Service Support
One technique for making legacy services function in a UPnP-compliant NAT environment is by creating a
library, in conjunction with the above solutions, that port scans the host machine. By port scanning the UPnP
system would be able to sense all of these services. Ports for those services that are offered uniquely (that is,
there exists no port contention between hosts behind the firewall) by one host could be opened and mapped to
that host.
Besides port-contention mapping issues, another problem is that applications often assume that they get the
port and IP they requested and do not think that their services will be advertised on some other IP address. So
the end user would need to know to give out their NAT/firewall port, not the internal port. A UPnP NAT will open
the port, but discovery by external hosts is not currently covered by the UPnP standards.
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If solutions were generalized for legacy NAT software, SOCKS software, etc., then this port scanning solution
could allow applications to work unmodified, assuming they did not include the publishing of their service as part
of their protocol, in which they would need that part of the protocol upgraded to take advantage of the new
API’s.

5.6.6.3 UPnP WAN-side Discovery of Devices and Services
<<< Investigate UPnP WAN-side discovery protocols activity in the UPnP forum. Are they looking into
incorporating discovery protocols like UDDI? How to find devices and services behind the gateway device is
important to P2P communication. >>>
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Realm Specific IP (RSIP) is a solution currently under consideration by the ITEF. Like NAT, RSIP addresses
the shortage of available addresses by multiplexing IP addresses in one domain with multiple machines in
another. [Borella00] provides a very accessible introduction to RSIP. As with NAT, multiplexing may be done at
the IP address level Realm Specific Address IP (RSA-IP) or at the port level Realm Specific Address and
Port IP (RSAP-IP).
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Unlike NAT, RSIP requires that the clients be aware of the RSIP server and perform explicit negotiation with the
server to establish communication channels. Like SOCKS5, RSIP support can be provided to most applications
by modifications below the application level of the network stack. In the case of RSIP, the changes are to the
network and transport layers.
In exchange for the required client side changes, RSIP is able to provide additional functionality.
•

RSIP gateway communicates public addressing parameters to client

•

Inbound and outbound bindings may be explicitly requested

•

Lease information (e.g. grant, revocation, etc.) can be provided by client or gateway

Because the client host is aware of the public addresses that it will be using, it is able to generate the
appropriate checksum or security hash codes to protect the entire packet, and support IPsec. The pregenerated packets are then tunneled through the RSIP gateway. Because the packets for the public network
are tunneled, they may also be protected en route by IPsec. Details of the proposed protocol may be found in
[IETFRSIPPROTO].
The discussion of an RSIP framework [IETFRSIP], describes a system level deployment of RSIP, including
methods for RSIP gateway discovery.
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RSIP supports arbitrary levels of cascading. Regardless of the number of levels of nesting, only valid public
addresses are assigned. Intermediate RSIP gateways tunnel data to the root gateway, and typically provide
point to point IPsec protection.
The greatest issues with RSIP are that it requires modifications to all client devices as well as to the gateway.
Also as of yet no RSIP products are available.
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The Middlebox Communication (MIDCOM) Working Group is another IETF entity working to address
NAT/Firewall transparency issue.
A middlebox is a network devices that delineate domains of administrative policy. The two most common
examples of middleboxes are NATs and firewalls, although the effort is slightly broader, extending to other
devices such as those used for intrusion detection, or to provide differentiated QOS, etc cetera. [MIDCOM
Requirements] The MIDCOM work addresses transparency issues introduced by these devices, providing
various network agents the ability to request specific network services, such as the creation of an address
binding, or the opening of a communication path. The MIDCOM architecture separates policy and control
functions to offer increased manageability.
From the Middlecom Working Group’s charter :
As trusted third parties are increasingly being asked to make policy decisions on behalf of the various
entities participating in an application’s operation, a need has developed for applications to be able to
communicate their needs to the devices in the network that provide transport policy enforcement.
Examples of these devices include firewalls, network address translators (both within and between
address families), signature management for intrusion detection systems, and multimedia buffer
management. These devices are a subset of what can be referred to as ’middle boxes.’
This working group will focus its attention on communication with firewalls and network address
translators (including translation between IPv6 and IPv4). Work will not preclude extensibility to other
categories of middle box.[IETFMIDCOMURL]
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The scenario document used to focus definition specifically enumerates a number of important peer-to-peer
scenarios. [IETFMIDCOMSCEN] The specific scenarios included are:
•

Placing a server behind a NAT/Firewall (e.g. offering services to the public network).

•

Peer-to-peer communication with an ad hoc rendezvous (e.g. coordinating a file exchange through an IM
service, possibly with both parties behind NATs or firewalls).

•

An internal host initiating or receiving a call from an external host.

The scenarios discuss the implications of UDP or TCP for the protocol, interactions with protocols such as SIP,
and the changes that may occur with a transition to IPV6 or IPV6/IPV4 hybrid networks. In the scenarios
connectivity issues seem to be dealt with very well. In each case addressing and discovery issues are either
relegated to DNS (in the event that DNS capabilities are adequate), or deferred to some out-of-band
communication channel.
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The MIDCOM architecture divides includes three components: the MIDCOM Agent, the Policy Server and the
Middlebox Device. To permit scalable systems, it must be possible to distribute components.
MIDCOM Agent

Policy Server
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MIDCOM Agent: Agents are requestors of Middlebox services. They are external to the Middlebox and may
range from the end application itself, to application level proxies. In some instance the MIDCOM will present
credentials to the Middlebox to authorize a request.

Policy Servers: A request from an untrusted MIDCOM Agent must be authorized by a Policy Server. In addition
to authorizing individual MIDCOM Agent requests, the policy server may be responsible for maintaining general
trust information on the Middlebox (i.e. specifying which MIDCOM agents or operations are permissible).
Middlebox services: Perform the actual network function such as routing, address translation, etc. They
communicate with the MIDCOM agents using the MIDCOM protocol, and may communicate with a policy
server through a Policy protocol.

¨© ª© «
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< The benefits that they describe in the documentation are related to the isolation of the protocol from the
middlebox (which is something that we see in many of the solutions such as SOCKS, or UPNP) as well as the
division of Policy authorization from the middlebox (which is also something that we see in different solutions
such as SOCKS). As of yet the MIDCOM protocol is not yet defined, although comments in the drafts indicate
the desire to reuse IETF standards as much as possible. Which leads to the possibility that MIDCOM may
simply provide a framework in which some of the other solutions are implemented. It is still too soon to tell. >
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<I have included Bob Dietrich’s recommendation summary untouched below. When we integrate it, we should
scrub the rest of the document to make sure that we are using common terminology: broker, overlay network
etc.. We may also want to migrate the explanation of the techniques to an earlier point in the paper. (Although
keeping them together does make the recommendations far more self-contained.>
As with any technology under active development, recommending a particular solution is an exercise in hitting a
moving target. What works today may not work tomorrow, and vice versa. Fortunately, there is a lot of work
underway that addresses P2P connectivity through NATs and firewalls.
Long term, UPnP and other developments will provide reasonable solutions for connectivity. However, it will
take several years to deploy such solutions, and a non-trivial segment of the Internet will never upgrade,
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causing legacy issues for years to come. So a combination of approaches will be needed for some time to
come.
For the majority of applications that build on TCP, use an application-specific broker (see Figure 1). A broker
serves as a rendezvous point for systems behind a firewall. Two systems A and B that want to communicate
both connect to the broker, which then passes all traffic from A to B and from B to A over the open connections.
The application-specific broker acts much like an HTTP proxy or SOCKS server, but is independent of the
firewall or NAT configuration.

Firewall A

User A

Broker

Firewall B
User B
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The broker model can be optimized in different ways.
1. Check to see if A and B are within the same firewall. If so, connect directly.
2. If A wants to talk to B and only B is within a firewall, the broker tells B to establish a connection directly
to A (reversing the connection, also known as overlay networks).
UDP-based applications can also use the broker model, as well as the N+1 port allocation technique discussed
earlier. The N+1 technique exploits the fact that promiscuous NATs will allow incoming traffic on the N+1 port
after it has allocated port N for outgoing UDP packets. However, the implementer should be aware of several
cautions, and only use this approach in conjunction with other methods. The cautions include:

1. The technique relies on a promiscuous firewall using a particular algorithm to deal with UDP
connections. These conditions apply to a number of firewalls, but are not universal.
2. The solution relies heavily on timing, so it will tend to fail for busy firewalls. It may take several attempts
to make a connection in a compatible environment.
3. An update or new release of the firewall software may suddenly invalidate this technique and cause
your application to mysteriously fail. Such a firewall change may be made by a firewall vendor wishing
to plug a perceived security hole.
Note that these methods assume that the application can open outgoing ports, which in an extremely secure
environment might not be allowed. In such an environment, the only recourse is to have the administrator open
the appropriate application ports through the firewall.
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There are many solutions to NAT/firewall traversal, but most are partial solutions. In this section, we make
tactical and strategic comments and recommendations concerning relevant research efforts, forums, and
working groups like the IETF (IPv6, NAT, UPnP, etc.) This includes who we can we work with, what standards
are emerging, and where there are synergistic opportunities for influence and cooperation.
The majority of the solutions discussed in this paper deal with ways to enable support for inbound connection for
those nodes that are beyond a NAT gateway. This is a difficult technical problem, and one for which technical
solutions are apropos. For large portions of the consumer space, addressing appears to be the chief obstacle to
connectivity.
In the enterprise and among users concerned about the integrity of their systems, the greatest obstacle is not
related to address translation, but rather to security. Permitting arbitrary inbound connections increases the
opportunities for malicious programs or ‘spyware’, and increases possible attack points for intruders. What steps
can the peer-to-peer community take to reduce the perception of risk that is associated with more liberal system
access? Are there procedural steps for developing or releasing code that would increase user confidence? Is a
protected environment (e.g. through a sandboxed virtual machine) the solution? Can an audited/trusted piece of
intermediary code be used to prevent common attacks, or to increase security through collaborative evaluation
of network traffic?
<<< Do client (hack) solutions like Peekabooty and others encourage further lockdown by IT managers and
product manufacturers? These may change the environment making it more difficult to negotiate solutions… or
do they just highlight the need for rapidity/urgency of change. This falls into the more port HTTP/80 abuse
[ORAM01].>>>



Peer-to-peer computing offers new opportunities for sharing and collaboration of computation resources at the
edge of the network. Transparent, bidirectional communication is an essential ingredient for enabling peer-topeer applications and services across the Internet. Unfortunately NATs and firewalls, devices that impede
transparent communication, have become widely deployed in recent years in response to other security,
privacy, management, resource availability, and cost reasons. Indeed, NAT and firewall issues for peer-topeer communication are so widely agreed upon by the Peer-to-Peer Working Group that this is one of the first
working focus areas to be defined.
This initial version of the white paper is an effort by the Peer-to-Peer Working Group to begin to describe the
impediments of NAT/Firewall technology to Peer-to-Peer bidirectional communication as well as to serve as a
knowledge aggregation point for documenting approaches for traversing such devices. The intent is to attract
further investigation, participation, and collaboration within and outside the peer-to-peer community. We have
already made progress with some industry consortiums.
There is already a plethora of partial solutions, even specific products, to some of the NAT/Firewall issues
posed to peer-to-peer communication. It can be argued that some viable solutions exist now, although they
require advanced administration (e.g. IT staff or hobby enthusiast), but a larger issue may be perception and
acceptance by corporate policy makers. Otherwise, if there is one conclusion to state, there seems to be no
single silver bullet for all. Furthermore it is likely that substantial effort and energy will be required to develop
and deploy solutions. Conversely, there seem to be many parties external to the P2PWG interested in helping
build solutions.
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The current version of this document is in a very early state of development. In future document revisions the
plan is to continue to survey existing NAT/firewall (secure/authenticated) traversal technologies. Moreover, the
ultimate goal is the construction of tactics, strategies, and collaborative solution partnerships to help move the
Internet community towards viable, secure solutions and transition plans. This will likely involve external
standards bodies, such as the IETF, industry forums, development of software and protocol stacks, and helping
shift policies to enable peer-to-peer deployments. To be successful, these technical and social solutions must
work in concert.
The Peer-to-Peer Working Group is looking forward to participation and continuing commitment from its
constituent members in accomplishing these goals. We welcome your help!
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The following section goes into
UDP
One of the techniques allows UDP packets can be sent out through NAT firewalls to another
3rd party, and that this UDP port is then "opened" to some degree for a short amount of
time, such that incoming udp packets to the UDP port will now be delivered to that machine
inside the firewall. This works for many NATs tested. Example:

UDP "192.168.1.5:1000"
+-------------------------------------> 3rd party
|
|
| +---------------------------------------+ |
| |
| |
| |
NAT --+-+---| |
| |
| |
UDP data for peer
v v
| |------------------------------------- NODE 2
| |
| |
NAT ----+-+--| |
| v
NODE 1
In this example: 1) NODE 1 sends a udp packet to 3rd party, composed of a port and ip such
as 192.168.1.5:1000, the port to which node 1 is bound and listening 2) 3rd party tells
node 1 "192.168.1.5:1000" is actually addressable at "64.194.224.230:65532" (the IP
address of the NAT and the re-written UDP incoming port) 3) NODE 2 can now send UDP
packets to NODE 1, and if NODE 2 is behind a UDP-transparent NAT firewall, you now have
bidirectional UDP traffic between two nodes, both of whom are behind a firewall.
TCP
Another technique involves a connection between two peers, BOTH of whom may be behind
different NATs. Normally this has required a proxy to carry the traffic, but with this
technique a 3rd party is only needed to broker the negotiation.

+----3rd party---+
/
\
/
TCP connection \
NODE <--}-----------{--> NODE
NAT
NAT

The problem
A NAT firewall enables a user to share a single IP address between multiple machines, and
at the same time, generally prevents packets from reaching a machine behind the firewall,
unless they are part of a connection that a machine inside the firewall has already
initiated. This causes problems when we wish to transfer data between two users, each of
which is behind a different firewall. Since they can only make outgoing connections,
neither one can "see" the other - they are both prevented from accepting incoming
connections by the firewall. It is conceivable that IPv6 will help to alleviate the IP
address shortage, and hence mitigate the need for NAT firewalls, but it is unlikely that
the blocking of incoming connections (for security reasons) will disappear any time soon.
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One solution is to use a "man in the middle", whereby both clients wishing to transfer
data make an outgoing connection to a third party, who has a non-masqueraded internet
address, and is thus able to accept their connections. The third party then relays data
between the two clients. The obvious problems with this solution are that (a) we have to
find a suitable third party, and (b) that third party has to be willing to sacrifice his
bandwidth for the benefit of two strangers - and (c) this is not necessarily the most
efficient route between the two hosts.
In order to get around this problem, we have to examine the methods by which a NAT
firewall performs its tasks. In this example, machine A is on an ethernet behind a
firewall, and has an address in the 192.168.0.xxx subnet (192.168.0.2). This is a reserved
subnet that is guaranteed never to appear on the internet. Any packets released onto the
internet with 192.168.0.xxx destination addresses will be lost. Machine A’s default
gateway is the NAT firewall, which has an internal IP address of 192.168.0.1, and an
external (proper) internet address of 123.123.123.123.
We consider the UDP case:
In this case, machine A wishes to communicate over UDP with machine B. It sends a packet
addressed to B to its default gateway (the firewall). Let’s suppose that A’s source port
is 12345. The firewall knows that merely forwarding the packet won’t do any good if B
wishes to respond, since the packet has a source address of 192.168.0.2:12345, and if B
tries to reply to this address, the packets won’t get anywhere. So, the firewall
masquerades as A. It selects a currently unused port P, and rewrites the packet header,
such that the source address is now 123.123.123.123, and the source port is P. The
firewall also adds an entry to its masquerading table: (P, B’s IP address/port ->
192.168.0.2:12345). This packet is then sent out onto the internet. B receives a packet
(which now comes from 123.123.123.123:P), and responds to this address. When the reply
packet reaches the firewall, the firewall looks up B’s IP address/port (the source address
of the reply packet), and the destination port (P), and finds the entry pointing to
192.168.0.2:12345. The packet header is rewritten, such that it’s now addressed to
192.168.0.2:12345, and it’s sent on to A. From A’s point of view, it is carrying out a
perfectly normal conversation with B, and from B’s point of view, it is carrying out a
perfectly normal conversation with the firewall. TCP connections work in exactly the same
way. Typically, the firewall will keep the port mapping entry in its table for some time
after the connection ceases (a FIN under TCP, or a traffic timeout under UDP).
It is necessary at this point to make a distinction between firewalls, and their behaviour
with UDP packets. Some firewalls, which we shall refer to as strict will reject incoming
packets addressed to (firewall IP:port) unless both the source IP and port match the entry
in the masquerading table.In other words, once A sends a packet to B:X, and port P is used
on the firewall to masquerade, only packets from B:X addressed to P will be accepted. By
contrast, a promiscuous firewall will accept any UDP packets addressed to port P, and
forward them on to A. Essentially, a strictly firewalled connection behaves like a
connected UDP socket, and a promiscous firewall connection behaves like a connectionless
UDP socket. TCP, however, is always strict for obvious reasons.
The sleight of hand that we use to circumvent the firewall is highly timing sensitive, and
relies on the method in which firewalls select their masquerading port P. We still require
a man in the middle, but only to assist in forming a connection. Once the connection is
establised, the third party need no longer participate in the exchange.
It has been observed that all NAT firewalls tested thus far (Win2K, Linux, Linksys router)
select port P sequentially. Generally, if two packets are sent to two distinct address,
the firewall ports used will be P and P+1. Of course, if P+1 is already in use, the
firewall will skip to P+2, and the ports will also wrap at some point. It’s also possible
that between sending the two packets, another machine behind the firewall will make an
outgoing connection, thus "stealing" P+1, and forcing us to use P+2. Since our method
relies on using this linear progression to predict the next masquerading port, it will
work less well on busy firewalls.
Identifying our firewall type
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It is first necessary for the client to know what kind of internet connection it has.
Testing for the presence of a firewall is easy - we open two sockets, one bound to port X.
Using the other socket, we send a packet containing ’X’ to a known outside host. The host
attempts to send a packet back to us, addressed to port X. If we are behind a firewall,
the packet will be rejected (since it won’t correspond to a known masquerading port). If
we have an outside IP address, then the packet will make it back to us, and our worries
are over.
We then need to establish whether our firewall is strict or promiscuous. We use two hosts
(B and C) for this. We send a packet to host B, B forwards the packet (including source
address/port, which will correspond to firewall:P) to C. C then attempts to send a reply
packet back to us (via the firewall). A strict firewall will reject this packet, a
promiscuous firewall will allow it to reach us.
We can thus distinguish the nature of our firewall. The subsequent examples assume two
firewalled machines, A and B, that wish to exchange data. The firewalls are Fa and Fb. The
third party is C.
Establishing a UDP connection with two promiscuous firewalls
Let’s suppose that A and B are behind a promiscuous firewalls. This is relatively
painless. A sends a request packet to C, containing B’s identifier. The masquerading port
is Pa. C receives this packet, and remembers the request. At roughly the same time, B
sends a request to C containing A’s identifier. The masqueraded port is Pb. C matches this
request to A’s earlier request, and informs A of Fb and Pb (the port that B is being
masqueraded through), and similarly informs B of Fa and Pb. A and B can then send UDP
packets to each other’s masqueraded port, and since the firewall is promiscuous, we have
no problem.

Establishing a UDP connection with a strict firewall
This is a little harder. Let’s suppose that A and B are both behind strict firewalls. A
and B establish a connection to C, indicating they wish to communicate. C sends a "GO"
packet to both of them simultaneously. In response, A and B both send a request packet to
C. A is masqueraded by Fa using Pa, and B is masqueraded by Fb using Pb. C receives these
packets, and sends each to the other host. A makes the assumption that B’s next
masqueraded port will be Pb+1, and B assumes that Fa will use Pa+1. They both send a
stream of packets to the predicted address, and if we are correct, a two-way connection
will be established. (Fa will allow B’s packets to pass, since they are addressed to Pa+1,
and A’s stream of packets will be masqueraded with Pa+1 - and similarly for Fb).

Establishing a TCP connection
This is a little harder still. The previous example works because no "harm" is done by
sending a UDP packet to a closed port. The packet will be discarded (or we will receive a
RST). In either case, the firewall will continue to use the same port (ie. Pa+1). We can
therefore send a stream of UDP packets, regardless of whether or not B has started sending
- as soon as B starts sending (from Pb+1), our packets will get through, because B has
"opened" the port on Fb.
Unfortunately, TCP won’t allow us to continue using the same masqueraded port for repeated
connection attempts. If A’s SYN packet arrives at B before B has sent a SYN to A, B’s
firewall will send a RST, and our connection will fail. Since the firewall won’t release
Pa+1, the next connection attempt will use Pa+2, but B doesn’t know to send there.
In order for a TCP connection to be established, we make use of a little-known (but
completely standard and required) feature of TCP - the simultaneous open. Normally,
connections are established in a particular direction - a server listens on a port, and a
client connects to that port. The standard three-way handshake is applied (SYN, SYN/ACK,
ACK). However, it is possible for two clients to attempt to connect to each other at the
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same time, (if each attempts to connect to the same port that the other is sending from).
The two SYN packets cross each other on the internet, and so each host receives a SYN
instead of a SYN/ACK. They respond to each other with ACKs, and the connection is
established. Our trick is to try and guarantee that the SYN requests from A and B cross
each other on the internet. This means that both hosts will have sent SYN packets, and
thus "opened" their firewall ports by the time the other’s SYN arrives, and thus
establishes the connection.
Let’s suppose the latency between A and B is at least 50ms - a reasonable estimate. (If
our application has access to ICMP, we can estimate this more accurately). We first
establish a UDP connection using one of the previous methods depending on the nature of
our firewall. C sends a GO packet to both A and B. A and B both establish a TCP connection
to C, and C notes Pa and Pb. C sends Pb+1 and Pa+1 to A and B respectively. A sends a
"trigger" UDP packet to B, waits 10ms, and then tries to establish a TCP connection to
Fb:Pb+1 (resulting in a SYN being sent). When B receives the trigger packet (50ms after A
sent it), it immediately tries to establish a TCP connection to Fa:Pa+1. 10 ms later, B
will receive A’s SYN, and respond with an ACK. 40ms later, A will receive B’s SYN, and
respond with an ACK. A simultaneous open will thus be established, and A and B are free to
communicate.

Unfortunately, this does not work on Windows:
Problem with TCP Simultaneous Open under Winsock
The TCP/IP protocol defined in RFC 793 includes details on the "three-way-handshake" for connection establishment.
Normally, a TCP connection is established in a client-server manner, with the client sending a SYN packet, the server
responding with a SYN/ACK packet, and the client finally responding with an ACK. The state transitions (LISTEN>SYN_RECVD->CONNECTED on the server side, and CLOSED->SYN_SENT->CONNECTED on the client side) are well
defined, and an integral part of the TCP standard. RFC 793 also defines a "simultaneous open" procedure. This occurs when
two machines attempt to establish a TCP connection to each other at the same time, such that the source and destination
ports match in both directions. For instance, machine A attempts to connect to B:12345 with local port 20000, and B attempts
to connect to A:20000 with local port 12345. For this to work, the initial SYN packets must "cross each other" en route. From
machine A’s point of view, it sends a SYN to B:20000, and receives (instead of a SYN/ACK reply addressed to A:12345), a
SYN from B, addressed to A:12345. Although this sequence is extremely unlikely to occur under normal operating
circumstances, it is nonetheless a well defined part of the TCP protocol, and a requirement for any vendor implementing
TCP. Unfortunately, Winsock does not appear to implement the simultaneous open correctly. This is disappointing, because
a simultaneous open can be extremely useful in circumventing firewalls for P2P applications. From the RFC - (There is an
error in Figure 8: the packet on line 7 should be identical to the packet on line 5.)
Simultaneous initiation is only slightly more complex, as is shown in figure 8. Each TCP
cycles from CLOSED to SYN-SENT to SYN-RECEIVED to ESTABLISHED.
TCP A

TCP B

1.

CLOSED

CLOSED

2.

SYN-SENT

3.

SYN-RECEIVED <-- <SEQ=300><CTL=SYN>

4.

... <SEQ=100><CTL=SYN>

--> <SEQ=100><CTL=SYN>

...
<-- SYN-SENT
--> SYN-RECEIVED

5.

SYN-RECEIVED --> <SEQ=100><ACK=301><CTL=SYN,ACK> ...

6.

ESTABLISHED

7.

<-- <SEQ=300><ACK=101><CTL=SYN,ACK> <-- SYN-RECEIVED
... <SEQ=101><ACK=301><CTL=ACK>

--> ESTABLISHED

Thus, on receipt of the other machine’s SYN, the machine should transition from SYN_SENT to SYN_RECEIVED, and send
a SYN/ACK. On receipt of the other machine’s SYN/ACK, the machine should transition to the ESTABLISHED
(CONNECTED) state. Under Winsock, however, this transition does not seem to occur. In order to test this, a simple program
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was written that can operate as a client or a server. The server starts up, and listens for a UDP "trigger" packet. Upon
receiving this packet, it immediately attempts to form a TCP connection to a specific port on the machine that sent the UDP
packet. (The TCP socket used for this connection has previously been bound to the same port number on the local machine).
The client version of the code accepts a IP address on the command line, sends the UDP trigger packet to the server, waits
for 5ms, and then attempts to form a TCP connection in exactly the same manner as the server. The 5ms delay is to try and
ensure that the UDP trigger packet reaches the server before the TCP’s SYN packet. For this to work, there must be suitable
latency between the two machines. The test case involved a dial-up connection on one of the machines, giving a latency of
over 100ms. The same code was compiled under RedHat and Slackware Linux, and functions correctly. When tested under
Win98, however, the transition to ESTABLISHED does not occur, and the machines keep sending SYN/ACKs to each other
until the connection times out. A netstat command shows the sockets stuck in the SYN_RECEIVED state. A packet log is
shown here:
Timestamp
Source IP Address
Port Dest Port Sequence Number Ack Number

Dest. IP Address

Protocol Code

Source

1033

14:33:40.206000 02/05/2001
209.85.219.133
20000
-

206.170.209.115

UDP

14:33:40.250000 02/05/2001
209.85.219.133
30000
1893426
0

206.170.209.115

TCP

SYN

30000

14:33:40.342000 02/05/2001 206.170.209.115
30000
17842332
0

209.85.219.133

TCP

SYN

30000

14:33:40.342000 02/05/2001 209.85.219.133
30000
1893426
17842333

206.170.209.115

TCP

SYN ACK

30000

14:33:40.354000 02/05/2001 206.170.209.115
30000
17842332
1893427

209.85.219.133

TCP

SYN ACK

30000

14:33:43.275000 02/05/2001 209.85.219.133
30000
1893426
17842333

206.170.209.115

TCP

SYN ACK

30000

14:33:43.307000 02/05/2001 206.170.209.115
30000
17842332
1893427

209.85.219.133

TCP

SYN ACK

30000

14:33:49.275000 02/05/2001 209.85.219.133
30000
1893426
17842333

206.170.209.115

TCP

SYN ACK

30000

14:33:49.310000 02/05/2001 206.170.209.115
30000
17842332
1893427

209.85.219.133

TCP

SYN ACK

30000

Addendum: added by dstolarz@static.com
http://www.omnifarious.org/~hopper/technical/tcp_splicing.html

TCP splicing through simultaneous SYN exchange
This was originally a Slashdot post.
TCP allows a connection to be established if both sides simultaneously send eachother a SYN packet. This method requires a little NAT cooperation, but only a little. Here’s how it
could work:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Side1 Binds their TCP socket to a particular port.
Side1 Tries to connect to Broker on an agreed upon port.
Broker Replies with an RST when it recieves the expected SYN. Records source IP and source port.
Side2 Binds their TCP socket to a particular port.
Side2 Tries to connect to Broker on an agreed upon port.
Broker Replies with an RST when it recieves the expected SYN. Records source IP and source port.
Broker Informs Side1 of Side2’s source port and source IP.
Broker Informs Side2 of Side1’s source port and source IP.
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Source1 Uses same socket originally bound to connect to Source2’s IP and port.
Source2 Uses same socket originally bound to connect to Source1’s IP and port.

Voila! They connect via exchange of simultaneous SYNs.

This requires cooperation between the sources and their NATs. Specifically, it requires these three things from a NAT:
1.
2.
3.

The NAT should keep the same outgoing port for the same TCP port on a client for a period of time. This is very similar to how a NAT handles UDP.
A NAT must not reply to SYNs it recieves on a bound TCP port that don’t originate from the connected to IP. Normally it would reply with an RST.
A NAT must change the IP it’s expecting TCP packets from if the client sends out a new SYN to a different IP and port combo.

There is one non-problem I expect people to bring up. There seems to be an apparent race condition in step 11. This isn’t really a race condition because of requirement 2 for NATs.
Basically, the two sources can SYN eachother all day, and it won’t matter until both NATs have performed the step required by requirement 3, at which point it will appear to both
sources as if the SYNs were simultaneous.
It’s a hack, but I think it’d work.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Eric Hopper hopper@omnifarious.mn.org
My homepage

looks like it won’t work - why? because many NAT routers will most likely allocate a new
masquerading port for the second connection attempt (my understanding is that the masq.
port table maps to a remoteip/port:localip/port combo). In addition, he’s trying to do the
same thing as me, (without the +1 trick), and will consequently run into the Winsock
simultaneous open problem. In addition, his "they can syn each other all day" comment, I
think, is mistaken. If one SYNs too late, the other’s SYN will bounce off the opposite
router, (generating a RST). This, on NT and Linksys routers has the effect of closing the
masquerading port once the RST makes it back For once, latency is your friend.
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